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twenty - five years ago we
tolerated that kind of
behavior."
Dr. Margaret Mead

"The world looks awful
because our standards are
rising - man looks bad
today only because
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Lichtenstein Wins Stu. Org Presidency By 87

Levi Gains V.P. Spot
by Betty Stein

Tony Levi
New Vice President

David Lichtenstein was elected
Student Organization President by
a margin of 87 votes in
yesterday's final election. Final
tallies were : David Lichtenstein ,
681 votes, Paul Matos. 594, and
Ronald Brown. 158.
Mr. Lichtenstein, Student
Council member for one year , and
chairman of numerous
committees, was jubliant over his
victory. However, he calmed
down to state that he wished to
reconcile th e polarization for med
during the campaign by informing
people "as to where they are at ,"

and therefore , break down the
communications barrier.
Lichtenstein commented that he
hopes that his main contender,
Paul Matos, will continue working
for students. He added. "I respect
him to the fullest degree ."
Paul Matos, Student Council
vice-president for two years,
asserted that he planned to run
for council , concentrating his
efforts in urban affairs. Mr. Matos
stated that he fee ls that Mr.
Lichtenstein "ca n do thejob ," but
was elected on an. anti-G ree k
mo vement. "Every th ing is a farce
tC0111 1n t1 L d
0
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David

S. Lichtenstein,

President-elect

Ferrara, Kolodziej Win Ass't Sec. and Treas. Positions
Patriacha, Stu. Org Sec. May Gains NSA Slot
by Kathy Renaud

: ::/{

·;w.

Michele Ferrara,
Stu. Org. Ass't Secretary

-~Blil: .

Wanda Kolodziej,
Ass't Treasurer

Sophomore Tony Levi joins
Dave Lichtenstein at the helm of
Student Organization in the post
o f Vice President. Levi defeated
Ron Riley and Bob Young in
yesterday's election . Levi polled
680 votes to Riley's 420 and
Young's 342. Commenting on his
election , Mr. Levi stated , "I think
we should start Monday morning
to restructure Student
Organization and Tuesday there

Alvin Ailey Dance Troupe
To Appear At NSC
" The cultural heritage of the
Am e r i can Negro is one of
America' s richest treasures. From
his roots as a slave , the American
Negro - sometimes sorrowing,
sometimes jubilant, but always

hopeful - has created a legacy of
music and dance which has
tou c hed, illuminated and
influenced the most remote
preserves of world civilization. I
and my dance theatre celebrate in

o ur programs this trembling
be aut y . We bring you the
exuberance of his jazz, the ecstasy
of his spiritual s, and the dark
rapture of his blues.
" In our programs we combine
our own dance forms with
instrumental music, song and
acting techniques to express
various dramatic themes or
moods. This is what I mean by
"Dance Theatre". And since
American culture has developed
from many sources, our program
is based on a variety of materials
representing many influences. The
repertoire of the ALVIN AILEY
AMERICAN DANCE THEATRE
now includes the works of Talley
Beatty, Geoffrey Holder, Lester
Horton , Louis Johnson , Paul
Sanasardo, and Joyce Trisler as
well as my own - but eventually
will include many more works of
the amazingly rich and varied
American dance field" - AL VIN
AILEY.

will be an open co ffee hour in th e
Hex Room so that all the students
can meet the new Executive
Board : but right now I just want
to go home and go to bed ."
Joanne Patriacha, this year's
Assistant Secretary, was
unchallenged in her bid for lhe
post of Secretary. With 906 votes,
she received no write-in
opposition.
Michele Ferrara was successful
in her bid for Miss Patriacha's
position of Ass' t Secretary.
Freshman Carol Wander , running
as a write-in candidate drew 103
votes but it was far surpassed by
the so phomore's 808.
The other major contest for a
positio n on the Executive Board
was between Wanda Kolodziej and
Rick Linken. for the office of
As sis tan t Treasurer. Capturing
677 vo tes Miss Kolodziej defeated
Mr. Linken , who had 529 votes ,
and will assume the post now
vacated by Kathy Platt who
moves to the office of Treasurer.
Assistant NSA Co-ordinator
Ken May ran unopposed for the
co-ordinator spot now vacated by
President-elect Litchenstein. He
polled the largest amount of votes

* * * *

THE ALVIN AILEY
AMERICAN DANCE THEATRE ,
a company o f fifteen exciting
young dancers has electrified
audiences and stunned critics into
superlatives since its birth in New
Yor.k City in 1958. Th e company
(Co ntinued on Page 3)

Joanne Patriarcha,
Stu. Org. Secretary

Ken May,
NSA Co-ordinator

in any of the elections with l ,00~
votes. Constitutionally , the post
of assistant Co-ordinator goes to
th e candidate who poles the next
highest amount of votes : with no
opposition to May the post wa s
left to the running of the write-in
candidates. Numerous write-ins
received single votes but with 25
votes the post will go to junior
council member Mike Splendorio.
Election Committee Chairman
Ben Pierce announced that
concerning the election of class
officers, it will be necessary fo r
only the class of '72 to hold
primary elections. Fou r
candidates have declared for the
presidency of that class. They are :
Joel Albert, Joe Giambanco , Alan
McGarry ·- and Joseph Zagorski.
Final electiOJJs for all class offices
will be held on Thursday , March
27.
•
Competing for the post of
vice-president of the Class of 1972
are :
Ji II Gaynor , recording
secretary for the freshman class;
Bc b Travag)ione , Class Congress
member for two years ; Jim
Mason , ZEBRA editor ; and Herb
Yardley , CCB Human Relations
O1airman and on Class Congress
one year .

_Page _2

Federal Career Day Is

Scheduled For March 17
Mrs·. Diana Trowbridge,
Assistant Director of Placement,
has announced the coming of
New ark State's first Federal
Career Day, scheduled to take
place Tuesday, March 17th, in the
College Center, from 9 am to 4
pm. The program will acquaint
the new and the up-coming liberal
arts graduates of the over two
hundred occupations in fifty
states in which job opportunities
are available outside of education
in the government The Federal
government recruits about 14,000
college graduates a nnu a lly
through this type of non-campus
program.
At least five different
government departments will be
represented Tuesday. Mr.
Benjamin Dadd, New Jersey
representative of the U.S. Civil
Service Commission, will be on
hand to answer any questions

concerning the Civil Service
Department as well as questions
on any other government agency
not formally represented. Other
agencies involved in Tuesday's
program are : the Health,
E duc ation and Welfare
department , which will provide
information on teaching or
education-oriented jobs available
in the government; the Vete ran's
Hospital on Public Health job
opportunities; the Internal
Revenue Department ; and the
Social Security Administration.
Mrs. T rowbridge pointed out
that this program is mainly an
informational service, not a
recruiting program. No speeches
or panels will be given by the
representatives; they will be on
hand all day soley to answer any
questions and provide information
concerning government jobs suc h as their salaries,

Schedule of Events
Date
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FOR THE WEEK OF 3/15
Event
Place

SUNDAY, MARCH 15th
7:45 P.M.

CCB Film : " African Queen '

Theatre for
Perf. Arts

MONDAY, MARCH 16th
I :40-4:00

Senate .Executive Comm. Meeting Senate OfficeTownsend
Eng. Dept. Film : "Studs Lonigan" Little Theatre
4:00-7:00
Drug Program Meeting
Downs5:00-7:00
Formal Lounge
Class ·of73 Congress Meeting
Hex Room
6 :00-7:30
CCB Dance Concert: ,Alvin Ailey Theatre for
7 :30-10 :30
Perf. Arts
8 :00-10 :00
Audubon Nature !-,ecture
Little Theatre
TUESDAY, MARCH 17th
8 :30-4 :00
Placement Interviews
Activ. Bldg.Room B
Earth Day Committee Meeting
Willis 100
1 :40-2 :55
Social Committee Meeting
Willis 200
1:40-2 :55
Dean's Selection Committee Mtg. Willis IOI
1 :40-2:55
Unaffiliated Group Meeting
Willis 300
1:40-2 :55
Carnival Committee Meeting
Hex Room
l :40-2:55
CCB Film : Flash Gordon Series
Little Theatre
I :40-2:55
Curriculum Committee Meeting
T 107
I :40-4:00
English Dept. Meeting
Downs-Rm. B
4:00-5:00
Field Services Prof.
Downs Mn . Din. Rm .4:30-8: 30
Formal Loun.
Dinner-Mtg.
Nu Sigma Phi Meeting
Sloan Lounge
6: 00-10:00
Eugene Wilkins Lecture: Margaret Theatre for
8 : 15 P.M.
Mead, Anthropologist
Perf. Arts
Faculty Senate Meeting
Library Conf. Rm.
*3:00-5:00
2nd Floor
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 18th _
Downs-Rm. A
8:30-2:30
Field Services Supervisors Mtg.
Downs-Rm. B
11 :30-2: 00
Counseling Services Meeting
Downs 11 : 30-2: 00
Faculty Staff Buffet
Fac. Din. Rm .
Alumni General Council
Downs 6:00-10:00
Dinner - Mtg.
Fae. Din . Rm .
6:30-10 :00
7:30-10:00

American Welding Society
Alpha Phi Omega Meeti"ng
THURSDAY, MARCH 19th
9: 30-12: 30
Student Personnel Staff Meeting
12:00-3 :00
Civil Service Examinations
1 :40-2:55
Humanist Club Meeting
1:40-2:55
Republican Club Meeting
1 :40-2:55
JFK Scholarship Fund Movie:
"Last Summer"
FRIDAY, MARCH 20th
9:00-2:30
Classroom Renaissance
6:30-10:00
Faculty Association Social

Little Theatre
Alumni Lounge
Downs-Rm. B
T 205
Willis 100
Alumni Lounge
Theatre for
Perf. Arts
Little Theatre
DownsFormal Lounge
Fae. Din. Rm.

SATURDAY, MARCH 21st
9:00-2:30
6 :00-11 :00

. Little Theatre
Theatre for
Perf. Arts

Classroom Renaissance

Miss NSC Pageant
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requirements, opportunities of
advancement and benefits.
Two days later, on Thursday,
March 19th in Townsend 205 , the
Federal Service entrance exam
will be administered for the
convenience of any interested
students (this exam can be taken
the 3rd Saturday of every month
in your local Post Office). The
two and one-hal f hour exam will
begin promptly at twelve noon
and wil1 be given by the Elizabeth
examiner. Mrs . Trowbridge
explained that the exam is not
binding, but serves merely for
placement purposes and puts the
student's results on record . The
·results can be used even two or
three years after the exam was
taken .
Commenting on the program ,
Mrs. Trowbridge , said, "They feel
many students are not fully aware
of the many occupations open to
them in the Federal government
for college graduates, especially
for liberal arts graduates. She also
expressed hopes that students
wh o are as yet undecided
concerning their future plans
would take advantage of this
program.
Federal · Career Day is being
sponsored by th-e Student
Personnel Department with
arrangements being made by the
placement office.

Scholarship Established
Reprinted From BASBU
Barbara Tuffel was born March 5, 1948 and died at the age
of 21 on Feb. 25, 1970 of a brain tumor. Barbara was a member
of the senior class (70) at Newark State College. Her major was
Special Education, her goal to work for with the Mentally
Retarded.
The qualities of warmth, understanding, intelligence ,
patience , respect, devotion and love of man , so necessary to
succeed in this profession were possessed by Barbara.
The degree in which Barbara possessed these qualities is
reflected in the large number of people who feel the loss of her.
The Campus of Newark State College is darker these days,
because it has lost one of its brightest lights.
The community of Newark State is smaller these days,
because it has lost a large part of itself, its world .
The Corridors of Whiteman Hall are not as gay these days,
the bubbles of Barbara are gone.
Special Education has lost a great promise. The world has
lost a star.
Barbara gave of her self, and was loved, she worked with
many and was respected, she has left us all , and is missed.
For those of us who loved Barbara, the effervescence of li fe
is a little flat.
The lights of our world have dimmed, for now we have only
the better times of yesterday.
Yet that spark that she kindled in us still burns, in her
memory, we at Newark St.ate College, wish to establi sh a
Barbara Ann Tuffel Scholarship Fund so that the joy,
warmth and love that was Barbara will live on forever.
Ttie Barbara Ann Tuffel Scholarship Fund
P.O. Box 734
Townley Brnach
Salem Rd., Union, N.J. 07083

l wish to contribute
My Group or Club wishes to contribute
1 wish to pledge yearly
My Group or Club wishes to pledge yearly
Enclosed check or money order
For additional information , contact:
Miss Terry Carter
c/o Student Activities, Ext . 382
Ron Franklin
Mail Box No. 364

$ .. .... ...... .. .
$ ...... ...... .. .
$ ... .. ... ..... . .
$ .. . .. ..... ... . .
$ .............. .

Farrel To Return To

· Little Theatre, March 23
By M. A. Leidell
· Once again James T . Farrel,
noted author, will speak to
interested "beings" in the Little
Theatre , on March 23, 1970, at
5 :00P.M.
The novelist enjoyed a
fair-sized crowd during his first
lecture, held March 9, 1970, same
time and place as stated above.
Audience comments ranged
from "boring" to "excellent."
One student commented that Mr.
Farrel's "personal experiences are
more interesting than the actual
lecture - his speech was more
fluent and logically constructed
during the question and answer
period."
Perhaps the most stimulating
aspect to arise from his discourse
incorporated the plea for

Lichtenstein
(Continued from Page I)

the way the freshman class
voted is a farce," he commented.
Matos declared that the
lndependent should not be biased,
but that the next time "they
should check the council minutes
more closely to determine the
truth ."
Ron Brown , left the
Independent office after the
election stating , "Hated to make
enemies, if I did ... Everything is
groovy ."
Mr. Lichenstein carried the
Freshman and sophomore classes,
while Paul Matos P,Olled the most
votes in the upper classes.

students/teachers to look at the literature, the reflection of
literature from the individual · art change, be it pessimistic,
piece rather than as a literary optimistic, etc." Farrel also stated
category. "Classification results in that " naturalism was born of ideas
death for the interpretation of that no longer apply," citing such
literature," Farrel asserted.
examples as post Civil War
Pondering the question of what conditions, the emancipation of
makes a work of art, Farrel slaves, etc.
considered that it must be an
Farrel is the author of Studs
intensely truthful exploration in
the nature of experiences - it Lonig o n, Brand New Life,
must be an. intensified, enhanced Dangerous Women and Other
consciousness. He also felt that Stories, Face of Time, Frenchgirls
the different aspects of are Vicious.
generations of men were regarded
as to "how man faces destruction
of himself in his world - how his
mind contrives to exploit others."
A pertinent topic for today's
student lies in the following Farrel
quote concerning symbols: " The
An information booth will
poet goes to reality to get a
be set up Thursday, Friday,
symbol while the reader goes to
Monday and Tuesday in the
the symbol to find reality;
College Center to investigate
everything is a symbol - one must
hidden costs involved in course
distinguish with what king of
selection . The ultimate plan
symbol one is dealing."
will be to incorporate this
The French author Zola, to
information into the course
which Mr. Farrel frequently
description in the Student
referred, seems to possess the ·title
handbook.
of being the most symbolic of
* *
writers as well as initiating the
major theme - "conditions of
The film, "Last Summer"
man" in literature ; he also was
with
Barbara He r~b ;y will be
attempting to meet facts of
presented
on March 19th.
change. "When an artist elaborates
Tickets
can
be ob tained at the
a theory it's to be taken _in
information booth in the
reference with himself'; says Mr.
College Center. A donation of
Farrel, again in regard to Zola.
.75c will be assessed for the
Jame s Farrel stated that
benefit
of the "All-College
naturalism, as found in literature,
John F. Kennedy Scholarship
incorporates the relation of
Committee."
science and its application to

Please
Note
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Alvin Ailey To
Appear At NSC
(Continued from Page I)

begins this U.S. tour fresh from its
fifth triumphant European tour, a
performance in the White House
for former President and Mrs.
Lyndon B. Johnson, a week on
Broadway in January at the Billy
Rose Theatre. and a week at the
Hollywood Bowl with the Fifth
Dimension.
As Alvin Ailey has taken his
company aroun d the world, he
has presented the legacy of the
American Negro through the
medium of modern dance and
with his music. The dancing is
joyous, dramatic and vital. And
the whole experience is total
"dance theatre" .
Alvin Ailey choreographs to
communicate - with his audience
and with his dancers - and they
al l respond completely . In
Hamburg, the people refused to
go home - the company received
an unprecedented 61 curtain calls!
The Australians have invited the
Alvin Ailey American Dance
Theatre back again and again,
each time extending the length of

the tour. In the sophisticated
world capitals of London, Paris
and New York, the unique troupe
was cheered by audiences which
packed the theatres each year
they appear. The U.S. State
Department sponsored their
African tour as dancing
ambassadors of America. Walter
Terry, in his weekly world of
dance co lumn in the Saturday
Review, calls Alvin Ailey one of
America's most experienced, most
successful and most honored
Negro dance leaders."
As a great modern dancer and
choreographer , Ailey has created
stunning dances for the
Metropolitan Opera Company, the
Harkness Ballet and other major
companies. His own American
Dance Theatre performs a
wide-ranging repertoire of Ailey
creations as well as works by
other major choreographers, such
as Talley Beatty and Geoffrey
Holder.
Tickets are $1 .00 for NSC
students & faculty, $2.00 for
others.

by Ed N aha

Review

Elektra Rides Again
Let me preface this article by
saying that I originally was set to
do a piece blasting some new
albums thatl just knew I'd hat.
After all, my targets were
products of Elektra records, a
once respected record company
who recently has put out such
sterling efforts as The Stooges, the
MCS, Bread, and Wild Thing. All
of the aforementioned albums are
trivial to ridiculous. As usual
things happened to upset my
intentions. In short, I'm stuck
reviewing two albums and a single
that I love.
The first record I was set to
attack was The Doors
MORRISON
HOTEL
(EKS- 75007). I thought I could
do a pretty nifty job of
killing them, since I'M not a big
Doors fan. I thought their last
a lbum SOFT PARAD E was
garbage, and the one preceeding
that to be average. MORRJSON
HOTEL has got to be one of the
best records they've done. Equal,
of not surpassing their initial two
albums, THE DOORS and
STRANGE DAYS.
The music itself is rather basic

To Save

Our_Ear.th

• • •

EVENTS SO THAT THE
N.S.C. COMMUNITY CAN

Date

Time

Event

March 17

1:40

March 19

1:40

March 22

2:00

March 24

1:40

March 26

1 :40

April 7

1 :40

April 9

1 :40

April 14

1 :40

April 16

1 :40

April 21

1 :40

April 22

All
day

Film' "Goin' to Cades Cove"
W 100
'What is a Mountain"
Films: "Nature's Plan" &
Little
"Man's Problem"
Theatre
Environmental Teach-In
Contact
Planning Meeting
office
at Morris County
for
Nature Center, Great Swamp
details
National Wildlife Refuge
Morris County
Film: "Man's Impact on
W 100
His Environment"
Dr. Arnold
Film: Man's Impact on
W 100
His Environment"
The Politics of Ecology
W 100
Michael Israel - David Wolf
A Bombs, Bug Bombs and Us Little
Dr. William Malcolm
Theatre
Film : 'Who Killed Lake Erie"
W 100
Mrs. Kelland
Drama Program: details to
Little
be annou need
Theatre
Films: "The Pond and the City"
W 100
and "House of Man - Our
Crowded Environment"
National Earth Day - please submit
ideas for activities to the EECC office

LEARN ABOUT THE

CRISIS
IN OUR

ENVIRONMENT
For further information :

E~;,onmen<a)

Education
Coordinating
Committee

Student
Org. Office
289-4550

stuff, no long cuts to be found
here, everything is crisp, clear, and
packs quite a wallop. There are a
few average cuts, but basically
everything is trememdous. Listen
to "Roadhouse Blues," "Waiting
for the Sun," and "You -Make Me
Real." There are two cuts which
defy description, "Peace Frog"
and "Land Ho!" Both are
instrumentally well done (since
The Doors have gotten rid of the
shabby horn section, the music
seems tighter), but the music is
given an added boost due to the
excellent mixing job. This is a
good example of a STEREO
al bum, the separation is
astounding, all in all, MORRISON
HOTEL is a pulsating effort, It
starts out that way, and burrps
and grinds to a finish with
"Maggie M'Gill."

Location

My next target was to be Paul
Siebel's WOODSMOKE AND
ORANGES (EKS- 74064). Siebel
is a comparatively unknown
performer who has a voice that
resembles the Dylan of old, only
stronger and smoother. This was
going to be an easy thing to cut
down, just another folk singer
with hillbilly back-up music ...
and imitating Dylan too!
Unfortunately, the album is none
of these. Siebel is Siebel. His
talent cannot be overlooked. His
son<?,s are beautifully moving and
can pull emotions from the
listener ranging from joy to quiet
thoughtfullness.
He slips in and out of songs
like a pro, creating word pictures
that are simple , and because of
their simplicity are impressively
(Continul'd on P~~" 61

Collegiate Collage
conserva tional ists. Dick Teimer,
By Ina White
Chairman of the Radiothon,
Campus Station Raises
commented that "the students of
Funds For Environment
Hoping "to reach and motivate Stevens will be in the position to
every Techman" to help in the make the greatest contribution to
fight for clean air and water, the cause of conservation in their
Radio station WCPR at Stevens future careers. But they have to
1nstitu te of Tech no logy sponsored want to!"
The entire proceeds of the
a 48-hour Radiothon for
Ecological Progress February Radioth on. which had already
10-12. While highlighting the reached $420.60 at the 28 mark,
popular music of the past ten are to be donated to the New
yea rs, the WCPR disc-jockeys also Jersey Citizens for Clean Air.
Bill to Speed Flow of
tried to acquanit the students of
Education Loans Introduced
Stevens with the urgency of the
A bill designed to "speed tJ1e
environmental problem by citing
facts about the present situations flow of loans for higher
and the opinions of noted education" has been introduced
by Assemblyman Philip D .
Kaltenbacker (R-Essex). The bill
will allow students who are at
least 16 years old to "legally bind
themselves for loans made for the
purpose of furthering their
education" by making the
cosignature of a parent or
guardian unnecessary.
Kaltenbacker feels that
students under 21 should not be
No feminine spray
denied loans for higher ecucation
can stop it.
merely because a parent cannot or
will not guarantee a loan.
The "other" odor. It starts in
Those applying for such a loan
the vaginal tract where no spray
would be required to supply full
can work. You can't spray it
away. And it's more offensive
certification of their acceptance at
than external odor caused by
an institution of higher learning
perspiration.
That's the reason you need • before receiving any money .
Fee Rise at MSC to
Norforms®... the second deodorant.'" These tiny suppositories
Pay for Student Union
kill germs-stop odor in the vaStudents at Montclair State
ginal tract for hours. Something
College next September will have
no spray can do. And doctora brand new student union
tested Norforms can be used as
building complete with bowlin g
often as necessary. They insert
easily, quickly.
alleys, ballroom, billiard room and
Get Norforms' protection for
even background music, but they
the "other" odor no spray can
will by paying $20 more in
stop.
student activities fees to get it.
The fee increase, explained Jon
McKnight, director of their Life
The second deodorant.
Hall, was necessitated by the fct
that the state will no longer
subsidize _student union buildings
or dormitories and the colleges
requests for a federal grant were
turned down , as were their
requests to private industries.
1 FREE NORFORMS MINI-PACK
Sample student opinion of the
I plus informative booklet! Write: I fee hike as published in the
I Norwich Pharmacal Co., Dept.
CN, Norwich, N.Y.13815 {Enclose
I Montclarion was generally
I 25~ for mailing, handling.
I favorable. As one student
I N a m e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I commented, "If you want ·to have
I Stree._________ I
I C i t y _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I an education and you want to
I State _ _ _ _ _ Zip_ _ _ I have all the activities and
I
Don 't forget your zip code.
I programs, you have to be willing
L __________ 33-03--':.J
to pay for it."

The
other
odor

E.E.C.C. HAS PREPARED
THIS CALENDAR OF
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"Truth cannot be /orcetl but m1tst be allowed to plead /or .it&el/."

What?

To the Editor :
I am writing this letter. The
pursuit of something about which
we know not is so expedient in
determining the relative
The school systems that the "FTA kids" correlation of them with other
aspects of the college community
failed to educate them about drugs, And so
that I am writing this letter.
far, to ·a great extent has Newark State.
It is these prin cip le s,
According to a member of the Health & expounded by the political
Physical · Education Department, Newark aspirants of lofty magnitude that
State offers only one 3 credit course so often are confused with the
"Alcohol and Narcotics," with a total volitions of super-imposed ideas.
enrollment of about 150. He also explained Speaking in the same view are the
that several weeks of the required freshmen expansionists who assume with all
health course deals with drugs. However, this probability the identical basis,
department member knew of no expansion with a difference lying only in
or addition of drug courses to the logic. This discretion however,
may be overlooked in lieu of the
curriculum in the nea r future.
fact.
Come on Newark State! (No, it's. not a
The answer to these and other
college cheer!) Do you really think 3 weeks pressing questions lies in our
of a freshman health course, helps Newark ability to distinguish between the
State FTA's deal with drug problems. liability of the parties concerned
(I )They may face themselves or (2) have to and the flexibility ·of the
deal within their own classes . Do you really F?.culty-Senate. Their resolution
think that only 150 students should study in can only be accomplished through
greater depth about drugs? And is, we more of the same, the difference
wonder, this course a relevant drug being obviously negative .
While it is imperative to retain
education course?
these impressions during the
What will happen now? Will the
upcoming election it should also
Curriculum Committees seek to establish be noted that their confirmation
more and/or relevant curriculum related to is far from certain and may in fact
the Drug Problem in our country? Does this be. Nevertheless I submit this
department HAVE a curriculum committee? letter in support of Political
Or will ( l) the Faculty Senate , (2) the Campaigns, and the Lord, God.
W. Craig Eggimann
presiden t of the college, (3) the Board of
President, Class of '62,
Trustees do the job?
St. Catherine's
Grammar School
Spring Lake, N.J.

What's In An Asprin?
Local newspapers are filled with articles
about drugs and drug deaths - about heroin
and 12 year old addicts - about marijuana
and the arrests of prominent politicians.
City kids take drugs, kids from suburban
schools take drugs, college kids take drugs.
Finally, President Nixon is getting the idea the idea that drug abuse needs to be focused
upon. According to Thursday's NEW YORK
TIMES, he "earmarked $3.5 million for
grants to the states" to train teachers,
students and leaders in the community "in
the fundamentals of a drug education
program before the next school year
begins."
What will happen here at Newark State,
however. Not much, probably, Perhaps, we
will receive part of the Federal grants and
provide seminars on drug education on
campus this summer.
But is this all that Newark State will do?
What is Newark State going to do to make
drug educatfon.. a part of the cu rri culum at
the college. Although Newark State is now a
liberal arts school , it is still primarily a
training grounds for some of the "future
teachers of America". How many of these
"FTA kids" really know anything about
drugs? Probably not many , even if they have
_ experimented with them.

Catastrophy
This years Student Organization
elections may have finally reached a
catastrophic level of political polarization
which may never be reconciliated. The
candidates and their followers have
perpetrated an unnatural amount of
bitterness and hate . The entire campaign has
been characterized by ethno-racial slurs,
physical threats, childish manuevers
unworthy of college adults, contestings, and
counter-contestings, which leads one to
believe that our political aspirants are only
on a seasonal ego trip.
Everyone is out for themselves or the
cliques to which they claim membership, but
have lost sight of what their main conce~n

Cut-up

the time to be spent elsewhere (?),
but rather to be allowed the
ultimate freedom of choice.
Needless to say , I was sadly
mistaken.
It seems that there are certain
individuals within this educational
complex who deem it necessary to
take regular attendence regardless
of Junior or Senior class status.
The only obvious answer to this is
that these persons feel that they
are either inadequate or
incompetent to draw the students
to class since they , as instructors,
lack the necessary teaching
elements to structure a course
which is interesting, meaningful,
and of a caliber that only the
most apathetic individual would
disavow as being of some value .
Consequently, attendance is
utilized as a means of coercing the
student into the classroom, which
in most of these cases is merely
physical presence. This can hardly
be justifiable as a reason to break
a standard which was set with the
welfare of all concerned in mind.
It then stands that further action
must be taken to rectify this
situation so as to decide once and
for all what the actual procedure
will be in order to alleviate built
up hopes which cannot be
realized.
Pamela Pinter '7 I

Condemned
To the Editors:
Chicago

Seven

Trial

(Independent 2-26-70) is a lovely
example of "tell the people what
they want to hear." At best, this
article is trite and simplistic. At
worst it is a very one-sided
interpretation presented as the
gospel truth.
First, Ro Robertson, protests
that the "Chicago Seven" were on
trial "not for their supposed
criminal acts, but for what they
stood for." Every bright-eyed
college student knows this, having
read it about a thousand times.
Then Ro Robertson staunchly
defends the Sevens' right to
freedom of speech and assembly.

should be. Student Organization, you are the
issue , aren't you?
The manner in which Mr. Brown and Mr.
To the Editors:
Matos attempted to nullify the effect of the
After two years of patient
INDEPENDENT'S endorsement of David
waiting I greeted my Junior year
Lichtenstein has left the Editorial Board with the anticipation that now it
distraught as to the sincerity of their would be up to my individual
candidacy.
discretion as to whether I went to
The irony of the campaign is that the a class or decided otherwise. The
candidate's dogmatic promises for unity year of the unlimited cut had
among students have resulted in a finally arrived! My delight was not
disharmonious schism which will only add to the result of thoughts concerning
(Continued on Pa!!l" 6)
the problems of Student Organization. excessive or delinquent cutting,
Those candidates whom emerge victorious
have a great undertaking to concern
themselves with , that is, to piece back the
The opinions expressed in signed columns of this newspaper do
pieces they have so carefully disassembled. necessarly
reflect the opinions of the editors. Nor is anything printed in

INDEPENDENT

not
this
paper, unless directly noted as such, to be taken as official policy or opinion of
the coUege.
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Interview:

It's His Voice On Radio
By Ed Na~
To a lot of people the name
John Zacherie conjures up visions
of yesteryear, the cool ghoul of
television's Shock Theater and
later Chiller Theater, who cut up
amoe boid globs and . generally
grossed out a lot of people. To
others h e is the soft spoken,
slightly zany, WNEW-FM
personality who comes onto their
lives on a regular basis.
When I talked to Zach a t his
studio at WNEW I found him to
be a very friendly and extremely
intelligent guy, who had a lot to
say about a variety of things.
After speaking for a while bout
the musical genius of Frank Zappa
and the musical primitiveness of
Creedence Clearwater ("Well, it's
good to dance to.") we discussed
the connection between society
today and the music today ,
specifically the latest Airplane
album : "Volunteers."
JZ : " I was reading the other
day that someone thinks that the
new Airplane album is great, but
that they're going off in a
direction a lot of people don 't
appreciate and so they say: "The
Airplane is a bore and a drag."
The guy went on to point out
which songs indicated they were
going off in a certain direction. It
remains to be seen how it will be
accepted . It's kind of sad. That's a
group that's been around quite a
while and very popular out
west ... and here, to an extent.
But this album . .. l don't know if
it got as much airplay as the
previous ones did."
EN: " Well, about three cuts
did , I think. " Volunteers,"
" Wooden Ships," and " .. . "
J Z : "Well of course the
political stuff, the same cat was
saying that the political stuff was
kind of a bore too."
EN: "That's another thing. Do
you think that there 's a lot of
pretentiousness arou nd now?"
JZ : " Oh yeah. Well like the 5th
Dimension thing , "The
Declaration of Independence." I
had to listen to that in the car on
the way and it turned me off
completely . I don't know how it
affects you. Have you heard that?
Haven't you heard it? (Laughter)
They sing the Declaration of
Independence . Buy it, that's the
most pretentious thing I've ever
heard. Really , really bad."
EN: "Usually , I get rather ill

listening to Simon and Garfunkle."
JZ : " I know what you mean ,
but they' re new album is kind of
fun . I don' t think there is too
mu_ch of a message in it."

John Zacherie, slightly zany WNEW-FM personality
EN: " I just don't listen to the
words anymore."
JZ : (Laughter) "Well, yeah , I
get that feeling too."
(From here we moved to the
political outlook of the young. I
mentioned my concern over the
increasing number of hep-cats
who are running around like Peter
Fonda, because it's currently in to
do so.)
JZ : "I get nervous the other
way, now that we more or less are
being outnumbered by the
straight colleges and straights . ...
A Jot of colleges around the
country, at least enough of them
are in a condition where they're
not really, entirely one-sided. (I
presume pro-left). They're a great
deal on the right .. . stan ding up
for the constitution. Well , this is
great, you know . But there are
indications that there are a
majority of college students who
aren't involved as the activists are
and don't get noticed as much.
There are a lot of colleges where
short hair . . . they had one on
T . V. from Nebraska. Some
famous conservative college that

LUNCH TIME -. DINNER TIME
ANYTIME ·ENJOY! ~J"w/5N

GARY'S,.
'':]) eliieJul.

moustache . That's what triggered
it off. One junior was brave
enough to grow a moustache and
was ordered to take it off. Are
you ready for that? Jackets and
ties. The whole campus, the
WHOLE CAMPUS is like this.
They h adn' t had any sit-ins or
arguments with anybody until this
guy decided that he would like a
moustache.
I still get really inflamed when
I hear about people who get
busted and have their hair cut off.
It really disturbs me . I don't know
why it hasn't been struck down
by the Supreme Court. I don't
know why they've been allowed
to carry it that far.
It seems that all he young cops
are coming out of the army now,
M.P.'s, or something, and they
really like having that club in their
hand . I look at police men in a
very funny way these days. You
see the signs, you know: "Join the
transit police force . Ride the
subways.'' Jesus, they swagger
through those subways like
they're really wanting to bust
somebody. Ah , it's a rotten job. I
wouldn't wnat that job. One
weekend on the subway train
going to Coney Island, they have a
riot every weekend, that's enough
for me. (Laughter) So they've got
to have someone to keep the
peace , 1 guess. But boy . . . in
between times . .. wow!
I don' t know , the music and
all. You know they really hate the
music , as you can imagine. Well,
(Co11t111u ,·d on Pag~ 7)

If

FAMILY

Restaurants
Open Days a Week
7

TM

hasn' t had one protestor .. .
ANYTHING happen. Only two
weeks ago they had their first case
of long hair, which was about this
long (about an inch) . . . and a

from 10 A.M. to 12:30 P.M.
Saturdays
till 2:00 A.M.

MAPLEWOOD 1790 SPRINGFIELD AVE
WEST,ORANGE 468 EAGLE ROCK AVE.

Call Alice 687-0856

Tupperware
Dealer
3-6 $ pr. hr. or more.

-"earn while you learn"
-"ideal during summer"
-"everyth ing to gain"
-full info. available
-no initial investment
-not required to do
certain amount.
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"Earth Day" Starte_
d
On West Coast
is in the process of contacting
By Margo McCormack
"Earth Day," April 22 is the guest speakers and legislators to
culmination of the environmental appear here on .campus .
"Earth Day" although it is
teach-in ; a movement started
actually
April 22, may be honored
several months ago on the West
Coast . "Earth Day" is actually a here at N.S.C. on April 21 or 22
teaching experience in order to due to the fact that there is no
make people in communities free hour on the 22nd. There is of
throughout the country aware of course the possibility that the
the many problems concerning Board of Trustees may be able to
allot the time and allow " Earth
pollution .
Kevin Alton initiated the D2y" to be celebrated on its
program here at Newark State. proper day.
Although the attendance of the
Ron Riley and Ken Wilson are
various
Earth Day meetings has
serving as co-chairmen on the
"Earth Day" committee. This been very sparse the Chairmen are
committee has been branching out confident that as the movement
in various fie lds attempting to gains momentum more and more
reach all students and get their students will take an active part in
the program. Anyone who is
message across. Among these
interested
in being a part of this
committees are: the Publicity
program is urged to contact Ron '
Committee, to make the students
aware of the programs of Earth Riley (mailbox No . 360) or Ken
Wilson, or drop in at the office of
Day; thee Art Committee, to
the Earth Day's Committee in
make posters stressing the
Student Organization.
pollution problem ; and the
What happens after April 22?
Photography Committee, to
In regard to this question Ron
expose the contributory factors of
Riley, one of the co-chairmen , has
pollution o n our campus.
remarked: "There must be
Environment buttons have also
progression after Earth Day. It's
been ordered and soon will be
one thing to make people
available to all interest ed students.
knowledgeable in a problem, but
Among the other future plans it's more important to surge ahead
to acquaint the students at N.S.C. to a degree and to accomplish our
with the environmental crisis are goal. After April 22, we must
the showing of related films on work to co llate with all
Tuesdays and Thursdays during communities and incite legislators
the free hour. The Committee also to needed reforms in pollution."

Music:

By H. Duff

'Name Your Five Raves'
I got into a discu ssion the other day with a few people about
those old contests in 16 Magazine like - "Name Your Faves - DC'5 vs.
Beatles - Gear! " The thought then hit me - does Newark State have
taste? If so, what sort of taste does it have? (Most likely bitter) These
are tl1e questions I am curious (What a title for a song!) to find the
answers to . So, in order that I may find the answers to these dee p,
meaningful, and socially significant questions, I am con ducting a poll to
find out who and what the students of this school favor in respect to
music. My faith in this campus' musical preferences will most likely be
shattered , but no matter the outcome , l will still go on writing about
what I like.
Votes will be acce pted in the following categories:
BEST GROUP
BEST ALBUM OF THIS YEAR OR LAST YEAR
BEST MALE VOCALIST
BEST FEMALE VOCALIST
BEST GUITARIST
BEST BASSIST
BEST DRUMMER
BEST KEYBOARDS
BEST COMPOSER-SONGWRITER
Just a few rules a) One choice per category
b) No goofs please . .
c) Fill out ballot (You make your own) and drop it in a box
marked "Music Poll " in the INDEPENDENT Office. (That's in the
Student Center, folks.)
d) You don't have to vote in every category.
e) Choices not limited to rock - all musical classes welcome.
Results will be published after vacation. Vofe now!

JOBS! JOBS! and more JOBS!
Students
'
, Teachers. Stateside and International Jobs.
Recreational Jobs; Year-round Jobs; Summer Jobs. All
occupations and trades. Enjoy a vacation while ·you
earn. Hurry! Th~ best jobs are taken early.
Write: "JOBS", P.O. Box 475,
Dept_ CP 194-1 .,.~.~·
Lodi, Calif. 95240
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Sound and Fury

Elektra
{Continued from Page 3)

striking. All the songs are well
department was said to have little
done , but my favorites are "Miss
interest in how may of us,
(Continued from Page 4)
Cherry Lane ," "Then Came the
students, attend his classes. If 30
That's nice, we can all back that ,
Children," and "Bride J945." An
stare why not have 50?
but why not defend their right to_
I may be naive but isn' t the auspicious debut for Mr. Siebel.
incite riots, too. Defend it or
In the little space alloted I have
virtue of a, psychological
attack it, but mention it, don't
to mention David Ackles' single ,
education the ability to view
ignore it!
SUBWAY TO THE COUNTRY
another person's position
Maybe the leaders of the New
(EK 45676-A), a beautiful piece
dispassionately, as possible. To be
Left are revolutionaries, and
of musical workmanship. Ackles'
sensitive to the emotional
maybe that is good; and maybe
music cannot be catagorized as to
predicaments we all face, isn't
revolutionaries want to incite riots
type , but is constantly interesting
that the role he plays. If 30 or
and maybe its their right. But, Ro
and enjoyable. Try to pick this
even 2 people sit in a class
Robertson and other dare-devil
one up.
displaying a maimed or complete
In closing , I'd like to thank
journalists cry, "Persecution!"
lack of individuality; If people
Elektra for ruining a perfectly
and avoid the whole issue.
walk willingly into a situation
nasty article and changing it into a
It seems that Ro Robertson
only to find they have to fight
sonnet. Somebody is always
abhors the absurdity of the
boredom or just fall victim to a
Chicago trial and suffers for the·
spoiling my fun.
stare ; If the best friend in a
plight of the "Seven"? Well, I
lecture a student has is the moving
congratulate them upon their
hands of the clock; If all these
success.
SAN FRANCISCO (CPS) - A
things are true shouldn't we look
Why do you think the
to psychologists? He should draw Stanford professor hlls charged in
defendants made so much noise
on students disallusion to trace a a news conference that the Bay
during those five months? Because human path in education. But no! Area "will die soon."
they are rowdy juvenile
"Ecological catastrophe is here
Instead he is my accuser. A person
de linquents? Maybe because they trained to understand the human now and we only need to open
are good tacticians! With the experience calls be a vegetable. It our eyes to see it," Dr. Robert
assistance of Judge Julius would seem few students wish to D re isb ach, a professor at
Hoffman, they convinced alot of be vegetab les, so why are they?
S tanford's medical school
peop l e of the "vast
The inability of these men to claimed .
irreconcilability between the old be in the front of a movement of
He called for legislation to
and new."
ho pe is hard to understand. control population growth in the
I might be wrong. The 'Chicago Perhaps they are so close to the San Francisco area, reusing
Seven' may be the unwitting problem they don't see it. Maybe present po st-resource fueld
victims of the "American Way",
psychology has becqme a sources rather than consuming
as Ro Robertson believes. But prostitute for whoever gives it a more natural resources, banning
nobody knows, so lets not be so home. Or possibly the answer is individual automobiles, and taxing
quick to make up our little psychologists are unable to deal combustible engines 50 cents per
explanations and pass our little
with a situation unless it walks mile.
judgments and tell each other how
But the doctor was pessimistic.
into the office, states the
to think.
textbook problem and they "I'm not sure I'd like living with
G.H.E.
respond with the best textbook all those restrictions," he said. "I
Class of?
answer. I rea lly don't knoy., why don't expect many reforms."
He cited figures that the
the doctor I previously mentioned
takes the stance he does but amount of waste dumped into the
wouldn't it be nice if he ceased bay annually could build a wall 36
theorizing and condemning just feet wide and 30 feet high from
for a little while and helped us?
downtown San Francisco to San
To the Editors:
Jose (nearly 60 miles).
Richard
Po
lonitza
A member of the psychology

Condemned

Bay Area Dies

Newly crowned Miss IFSC 1970, Susan Kaufman (center) is
flanked by First Runner-up Lorraine Hill (left) and Second
Ru nner-up Diana Regan (right). Miss Kaufman, a senior, was
sponsored by her sorority, Lmabda Chi Rho. Miss Hill and Miss
Regan, both juniors, were sponsored by Nu Theta Chi and Sigma
Beta Tau respectively.
The girls were chosen from a field of 15 contestants based on
their poise, appearance, personality, activities and general
achievement.
The coronation took place at t he annual IFSC Semi-formal
Dance held March 7 in Downs Hal l.

WANTED
REPORTERS, TYPISTS
do work on INDEPENDENT. If you
don' t like th e way things are being done,

don't just bitch - come on
and do something about them.
This is your chance!! !

Article
One-Sided

THEALL NEW

NEWARK STATE
COLLEGE RING
WILL BE ON SALE

Write Ithaca College for
Summer Session Pictoral Review

FRIDAY, MARCH 20

LOSE YOURSEL F IN EDUCATION
AND RECREATION OPPORTUNITIES
Liberal Arts Program

Humanities
Natural Science
Social Science
Communications Arts
Physical Education Program

Health
Recreation
Athletics
Performing Arts Program

Fine Arts
Film
Music
Radio-TV
Theatre
PROGRAM FOR ALL

IN THE
COLLEGE.
CENTER
BUILDIN·G
AN INITIAL DEPOSIT OF $10
WILL BE REQUIRED FOR EACH ORDER.
RINGS MAY BE PURCHASED BY

ALL STUDENTS,
REGARDLESS OF GRADUATING CLASS.
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Bogart Trivia Quiz Ionesco's ''Rhinoceros'' Points

AFRICAN QUEEN, CCB's contribu tion to the Bogart revival, will
be shown on Sunday evening, March 15th, at 7:45 p.m. in the TPA. To
get you in the mood, CCB presents this Bogart Trivia Quiz. A
respectable 21 to 30 right on this test qualifies you as a bona fide
Bogey fan, junior grade . A score of 31 to 40 earns you both a
bachelor's degree in Triviology and a charte r membership in the Bogart
Fan Club. But an impressive 41 to 50 right endows you with a lifetime
chair as Cultist Emeritus in the College of In significant Knowledge .
Reprinted from Pla_v boy.
I. What character did Bogart play in Th e J1a ltese Falcon?
2. In Casab lanca, what actors took the parts of the waiter and the
bartender?
3. In The Oklahoma Kid, who gave Bogart his comeuppance?
4. When and where was Bogart born? Were his parents poor,
middle-income or well-to-do?
5. In what movie and to whom did Bogart say , " Here's looking at
you, kid"?
6. In what two movies did Bob Steele play a crook gunned down
by Bogart?
7. When did Bogart get his first public exposure?
8. Who played Bogart's disillusioned mother in Dead tnd?
9. What was the name of the hunted crimina l Bogart played in
High Sierra ?
I 0. In The Treasure of the Sierra Madre, what actor tried to cut
himself in on the gold strike?
11. In what picture did Bogart and Bacall first co-star? How many
other films did they make together? Name them.
12. What was the scent that haunted Bogart in Dead Reckoning?
13. In Key Largo, how many mobsters in the getaway boat did
Bogart kill?
14. What characters were played by Sydney Greenstreet and Peter
Lorre in Casab lanca? In The Maltese Falcon?
15. What college did Bogart attend?
16. Who was Pard?
17. Who played Sydney Greenstreet's gunsel in The Maltese
Falcon?
18. Whom did Bogart portray in Th e African Queen?
19. In Th e Big Sleep, what was the name of the gangster who m
Bogart managed to have killed by his own torpedoes?
20. In the same film, why was Bogart soaked with perspiration
after his first meet with his client?
21. In what picture did Bacall tell Bogart, "If you want anything,
all you have to do is whistle"?
22. What did Bogart say to Sydney Greenstreet when Greenstreet
showed him his gun in Across the Pacific.?
23 . Where did To Have and Have Not take place?

24. What was the name of Bogart's secretary in The Malte!le
/i'alcon?
25. In Sahara, what deal did Bogart offer the German
commander?
26. What was Bogart's first picture? In what year was it made?
Was this his show-business debut as an actor?
27. What night clubs were owned by Bogart and Greenstreet in
Casablanca?
28. In Dead Reckoning, how did Bogart force a hood to jump out
of an office window to his death?
29. On what lake did Bogart and Katharine Hepburn encounter a
German warship in The African Queen?
30. In A ll Through the Night, who portrayed the head Nazi spy and the monocled German officer in Casablanca?
31. Whose singing voice was dubbed for Lauren Bacall's in To
Have and Have Not?
32. How did Bogart get the scar on his upper lip?
33. Who played the Chinese war lord who hired Bogart in The
Left Hand of God?
34. In that movie, who fell in love with Bogart?
35. What was Bogart's nervous habit in The Caine Mutiny?
36. In the same film, who relieved Bogart of command?
37. When did Bogart marry Bacall?
38. In The Petrified Forest, why did Leslie Howard want Bogart
to kill him?
39. What was the name of the character immortalized by Bogart
in that film?
40. What was th e only picture Bogart made with Gina
Lollobrigida?
41. How many times was Bogart married B.B. (Before Bacall) and
to whom?
42 . In Sabrina, what was the name of the character Bogart
played? Who played his brother, David?
43. Who played the old prospector in The Treasu re of the Sierra
Madre? Who played the young one?
44. What was the name of the homicidal snake in We 're No
Angels?
45 . What were Bogart's closing words in Casablanca?
46. In what picture did Bogart take the part of a district attorney
out to bust a vice gang? In what picture did he play an assistant district
attorney out to bust a murder gang?
47 . How many children did Bogart have? By whom? What are
their names?
48. Who was Bogart's girlfriend in A cross th e Pacific and Th e
Maltese Falcon?
49. What was Bogart's middle name?
50. What was Bogart's last film, and what character did he play in
it?

Out Life's Absurdities
By Ed Naha
The play "Rhinoceros,"
exercise in the theater of the
absurd , will be presented in the
TPA , Thursday, March 12 , Friday ,
March 13 , and Saturday , March
14, at 8 :30 p.m. The play , written
in 1959 , was the first of Ionesco's
plays to include emotion.
"Rhinoceros" attempts to
point out the absurdities of life in
general . The two main characters,
Berenger (Charles Bateman), and
Daisy (Kathy Muzikar) appear to
be the only normal people in the
work , struggling against the wave
of banality in the world today.
(Somehow I think the play an
ideal work to be presented at
NSC, for obvious reasons.) The
" littl e quirks" of society. such as
the tendencies people have to talk
in circles in order to avoid reality,
and to beco me stereotyped in
mind in order to avoid problems,
are brought to light as the cold,
unfeeling Rhinoceros po pulation
multiplies throughout the country
of modern France, where the
story takes place.

People are pawns in a game of
foo lishness, it would seem, as
Ionesco's Parisians talk in endl ess
circles , deal in trivialities, and
argue to avoid taking action of
any form .
The Newark State production
is greatly enhanced by a superb
set and an excellent, sometimes
near show-stopping, lighting job .
Also used as an aid is the original
background sound tape used in
the Broadway production starring
Zero Mostel.
It would be a very easy task to
criticize the production for one
reason or another, but it would
also be a needless thing to do.
Most of the cast is made up of
freshmen, for some, it is their first
acting experience. What they lack
in polish, they make up in sheer
vitality. The play is not an easy
one to perform. Some of the
dialogue requires expert timing.
There are instances when the lack
of professionalism is painfully

Kathy Muzikar and Diaries Bateman await the oncoming Rhinos.

evident, but the cast, for the most
part, come through it quite well.
Outstanding in the lead is
Charles Bateman, who is a joy to
watch on stage. Even when
overflowing with actors, Bateman
manages to capture every scene he
is in. Kathy Muzikar, as the
Eve-like Daisy , also deserves
special mention.
In this performance , the
concept of stylized make-up is
introduced . That is , ,. the
character's personality is reflected
by his make-up . For example, the
barmaid's face is the same pattern
as the table cloth in her cafe, the
old woman who loves cats, looks
like one, and the amorous old

John Zacherie's
Voice On Radio
(Continued fro m Page 5)

this is nothing new to anybody. I
don't know why r even talk about
it. But it still bugs me. To think
that it's becoming more and
more .. . the ga p between people
who arc running things and the
generation that's coming in. I
don't think anything's going to be
changed very much . . . . The
music seems to hold a lot of
people together more than it ever
did before . . . maybe even in
history. In spite of the fact that
you mentioned here before , that
you don' t think that music is
going in any one particular
dir ec ti o n oth e r than
entertainment, at least that .. .
just casually think to yourself .. .
you may say Simon and
Garfunkle: you don't listen to the
words anymore, but there never
were words like that before . And
all this stuff here if you look at

the big hits . . . the ones that
crowd listens to
they're just ridiculous. Music now,
I think, is the best popular music
that's ever been written . One
reason, I thin k is because it's
being written and played by the
same people . . . something that
didn't happen until recently . I just
don't want to point to Dylan or
anybody."
{The door opened and in
walked co-worker, Rosko . In the
minutes that followed , Zach,
grabbed a pile of records and
rushed off into his studio to do
his show, which is made up
mostly of seldom played album
cuts. After listening to the tape of
the interview a couple of times, I
thought it a shame that he didn' t
talk a bit more on his show. He's a
person with some very interesting
thoughts, thoughts that I for one,
would like to hear more of.)

WNEW-AM

man has hearts around his eyes.
The effect is somewhat
disconcerting, since from a
distance, the audience cannot
really see the designs that are less
obvious to find. It's an interesting
approach, though.
All in all, Rhinoceros is a play
worth seeing, if not so much for
dramatic content, than for
witnessing the many impressive
technical accomplishment
achieved.

Note
Bene
We're working on
A place to relax with coffee
and music

NSC'S COFFEE HOUSE
Opening March 20th, I : 30 to
4:30

HEX ROOM
(temporary location)

* * *

CCB presents

PHIL OCHS
&ORPHEUS
Saturday, April 18 th
Tickets: NSC $2.00
Others : $3.00

* * *

THE ALVIN AILEY
AMERICAN DANCE THEATER
Monday , March 16,
7:30 p.m. TPA

.* * *
On Monday , March 16 , the
English Department will show
the 1960 film , Stude Lonigan
in the Little Theater at 5: 00.
Admission is free and open to
the college community .

* * *

Open ing soon Owen's
Odyssey - 251 Morris Ave.,
Eliz. Hand-made leather goods,
Apartment novelties etcetra.
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Womens Basketball Team
Ends Yellr With 9-3 Mark
by Jennif er Perone

Women's Basketball played
their last intercollegia te game this
past Th ursday, March 5, vs.
Montclair State College. It was an
off night for our team since our
high scorers were just unable to
make their usual shots. Montclair,
on the other hand , was in
unusually good form and proved
themselves as excellent
opposition. NSC concentrated on

playing a good defensive game but
only warmed up in the last
quarter, when they scored twi ce
as ma n y p o int s as their
oppo nen ts. There wasn't time to
catch up , however , and the
evening ended with a 48-33 Joss to
Montclair, our second loss of the
season. Despite this setback, the
season proved an exceptionally
good one for NSC. Varsity
managed to gain a succession of 8

M ens Intramural
Season Continues
by Lois Abate

March 3, registered an
additional win for the Jeff 440
and the Thunderbirds. The
Thunderbi rd s th r ashed the
Spranitz 93-50, and the J eff 440
to pped the Do ugalite All-Sta rs .
with a score of 49-38. Leading the
scor ing for th e Thunderbirds were
Bell and Holdr en tied fo r 20
points each . Hemp le scored 15
points for the Spra nitz. Kee ping
the score high for the J eff 440
was Vital- 14 points. Jay sco red 11
po int s for the Do ugalite All-Star s.
Last Thursda y March 5, the
Thunderbirds los t their first place
standing in this season's upse t
against the Dwarfs - 64-47 . Once

again Brown and his team-mate
Jim Corbett exhibited tremendous
ba ll playing and scored 21 points
and 19 points respec tively. Jim
Guare scored a high of 9 points
fo r the defeated Thunde rbi rds.
The Vectors fe ll to the Ara bian
Knights Thu rsday scoring 59-48.
Cosby bounced th e " Knights' "
score with 20 po ints. Stayah aided
the Vector's score with 12 points.
UP COMING GAMES

March 17
Jeff 440 vs.
Vectors, Gym B, I :50 p.m. ; 44
Express No . 2 vs. Do ugalite
All.Stars, Gym C, I :50 p.m .
March 19 - Dwarfs vs. Arabian
Knights, Gym B, 1 :50 p.m .;
Hogans vs. Vectors, Gym C, I :50
p.m.

NSC Needs More
Sports, Less Sex
By Linda Wolf

major favors " more liberal s and
less conservatives. " That has a lot
of possib ilities as does Math major
Dr e w Bal og's answer " more
s tudent s a nd · 1e ss people."
Maureen Kldzus, Junior , thinks
w e n e ed " m o r e s tudent s
concerned with oth ers rather than
just themselves and Jess apathy ."
Last but not of negated
importance were an swers ranging
from "more boy s and less girls'· to
"more sex and less single girl s" to
"more intercourse and less sex ."
Names withheld on request - to
protect the innocent!
Suggestions of what NSC needs
more and less of requested. Linda
Wolf MB 137.

Newark Sta te needs more an d
Jess what?
Everyone agreed th at NSC
needs some adjustment. Criticisms
ra nged fro m more boys and sports
to le ss sex and trouble wi th th e
registrar.
Many an swers had to do with
the mechanical set up of Newark
State. President of our English
Club Roseanne Rubinetti favors
"more organization and less
c onfus ion " Juniors Joyce
Montella and Joel Diamond had
the following answers
respectively : "more room and less
aggravation" and "more freedom
of selection of courses and less
required courses, i.e. , First Aid,
Biology, Geology, Astronomy ,
A Film Club has been formed
Gym, and Health. Replies
welcome from those advocation a (we have applied for , but have not
wide range of knowledge . English received yet, formal recognition).
major Donna Bates wants "more The purpose is to give people who
boys and less trouble with the are interested in making and/or
studying films (cinema) an
registrar."
Mitchell Bell, freshman Liberal opportunity to get together and
Arts major gave the good, solid , trade ideas and information
spirited male answer "more (techniques, subjects, equipment,
collegiate sports and activities and etc.) we have a tentative project in
less class tune ." Most of us agree the works, a 16 mm. film on
with you , Mitch, especially on the ecology , under the direction of
Mr. McNally (Eng. Dept.). As
latter.
Much of NSC's problems have soon as we get some money we
been blamed on us, the student plan to buy some equipment for
body . Jean Smith , General use by members (projectors,
Elementary major thinks we need editors, splicers, and other things)
"more good professors and a less we plan a N.S.C. student film
trivia-minded student body." festival - we would like to have
Kathy Scheer, English major weekly showings of experimental
wants "more serious school and underground films open to
spirited students and less dead the student body. Meetings are
weights." Joe Olivia, sophomore , held every Thursday , 1 :40
says we need "more student (college hour) in L-108. Anyone
who is interested is invited to
interest and less student apathy ."
Lisa Wolf, General Elementary artend.

Film Club·

Basketball Review
by O.D.

victories over Ocean County,
Alu m n ae, St. P e t er's, S t.
El iza beth 's, D o u glas, Drew,
Paterson State an d Caldwell
Coll ege. There were only 2 losses
to Montclair and Trenton and I
default to Monmouth. J.V. also
managed 5 victories to 2 losses.
The entire team, including
co-capts. Arlene Jackin and Linda
Smith, manager Ellen Dayon , and
coach Mrs. Scuderi pulled
together and really earned all the
victories they acheived.
Saturday, March 7th , the
team 's last officia l activity
together consisted of parti cipating
in a Rating's Playday when
various officials from throughout
the North Jersey area came to
NSC to judge candidates for their
ratings in basketball officiating.
Of the 3 National ratings awarded
one went to Barbara Cordasco , an
NSC senior, and th e th ird person
from NSC to ever achieve such a
ra ting. Of th e o th er baske tball
offi ciating ratings awarded ; 2 local
ratings went to Marsha Geary and
Linda Smith ; Associate ra tin gs
were given to Onnalee Gaze, Rita
Friedel, Carol Baranowski , and
Pat Moore; and 3 Intramural
ratings went to Brenda Ballard ,
Mauree n Smith , and Barbara
Jones. There is a se rious shortage
in wo men's o ffi cials, these gi rl s
will help to fill the demand for
more.

Newa rk State recently co mple ted it s baske tball season winning 7
of 24 games. Although their reco rd was not outstanding there were
many highlights througho ut the season that made watching the Squires
play very exciting. Among the season's highlights were the Squires
upset of Montclair Sta te who had won their first 18 games, and also
two players, Jim Marino and George Gilcrest, reaching the 1,000 point
plateau in the season's finale against Newark Rutgers. Another highlight
that showed how the Squ ires never gave up was after Paterson State had
routed Newark State by 30 points, Newark State came back the next
week to defeat the same Paterson State combine by scoring 113 points
for the win.
All during the season the Squire quintet showed that it had the
ability to score a lot of points. The team scored an average of 77.3
points a game with Wilbur Aikens leading the way with a 17 .6 point
average a game followed closely by Jim Marino with 17.4 average.
Marino was hampered by a ankle injury early in the season and missed
the first eight games. Despite the injury Jim did finish the season with
278 points. Sophmore Dan Pocus followed Aikens as second leading
scorer who averaged 15 .9 points a game. Senior George Gilcrest
concluded his four year varsity career averaged 14.4 points a game for
his last campaign. Freshman Alex Kennedy rounded out the starting
five and also was the fift h man averaging in double figures with an 11
point average. With five men averaging in do uble figures one would
ex pect a team to win , most of its gam es, however, there is another
ca tegory in which the Squires were very high . The team defense gave up
an average of 90 .3 points a game and gave 11p I 00 or more po in ts of
nin e occasions.
Despite the losing season this year there is great promise fo r a
much better season next year with four of the five starters returning to
Newark State. George Gilcrest is the only senior on the team so there is
a fine nucleus of Marino , Pocus, Aikens, and Kennedy to build the team
around. Also next year there is a possibility of back court star Jirri
Catalano returning to Newark State after a years leave of absence.
There probably will be one thing missing fro m the team nex t year and
that will be fa n support. There was very little this year except for some
fra ternities cheering one or two of their bro thers. Maybe success
bring fa n support well next year should tell the tale.

will

Basketball Statistics For 1910
Name

i

Aikens
Beale
Borchers
Co sby
Costley
Gilcrest
Kennedy
Maring
McClcod
Pocus
Wright
Zaranka
Dunn
Miller
Johnson
Stark
Natale
Mackie
Team
Total
Opponent

G

FGA FGM

24

157
2
39
5
9
141
110
113

I

20
4
7
24
24
16
I

24
6
3
5
8

368
3
94
20
21
308
282
277
4
311
3
5
7
9

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE
VARSITY BASKETBALL STA TISTICS
PT
FT
FG
PT AVE
PCT FTA FTM PCT

2

133
0
0
3
2

42.6
66. 7
41.4
25. 0
42. 8
45.7
39.0
40.7
50.0
42.7
00.0
00.0
42.8
22.2

I

2

108
1
9
6
2
63
44
52

168
5

116 69.0
2 40.0

4
8
3

2 50.0
3 37.5
2 66.7

50.0

2

I

4
9
24
24 1723
24 1980

68.8
50.0
69. 2
46 .2
50.0
69.2
56.4
70.3

157
2
13
13
4
91
78
74

5

55 .5

5

2

722
905

41.9
45 .7

625
553

412
356

422 17.6
5.0
5
87 -4.35
40
16
2.9
20
345 14.4
264 11.0
278 17.4
4.0
4
382 15 .9
2 0.33

1.6
8
7 0.87
2.0
2
1.0
2

RB
RB AVE

339 14.1
1.0
1
3.3
66
2.5
10
2.9
20
8.6
206
100 4.16
6.0
96
1.0
l
8.2
197
1.0
6
4 1.33
1.4
7
1.0
8

12

s

A

TO

11

50

40

19

11

11
4
4
25
72
65

126
6
16
15
3
48

2
56
8
15
16

5
3
21
54
32
2
31
1

1

75
l
4

I

5

6

lll

62
91
6
8
3
11

l
1

0.5

7 l.75
137 5.70
65 .9 1856 77.3 1206 50.25
64.4 2166 90.25 1231 51.3

40.0

BS

1
1

3.0

130

221

306

508

STATISTICS AS OF 3/1/70

.......................................

Attention: All Students
The Appeals Board of the
Parking and Security Committee
advises the student body that a
special procedure has been
developed to govern the
emergency use of non-registered
vehicles (i.e., those bearing no
parking sticker) on campus.
Effective March 16, 1970, any
student using other than his
regularly-registered vehicle, must ,
fo r that school day, park in he
Gym lot and obuiin from the
Parking Secretary, a special

one-day permit.
These one-day permits will be
stamped, when issued , with a date
of valid use . If the emergency
(such as that arising when the
normally-used vehicle is in a repair
shop) extends for more than one
day, the student must renew this
permit with the Parking Secretary
on a daily basis. In no case,
however, will such special permits
be renewed for more than five (5)
school days in succession.
If the emergency extends for

more than five (5) school days , a
seco_nd parking sticker must be
purchased. The price of a second
decaUs:·$2.00.
The Appeals Board also
reminds students that permission
to park in otherwise restricted
areas for the purpose of loading or
unloading vehicles is granted fo r
no more than twenty (20)
minutes. Such vehicles left longer
than twenty (20) minutes will be
ticketed according to current
parking regulations.

